ABSTRACT

Vocabulary knowledge and reading comprehension ability are undoubtedly two major abilities in English language learning. For enhancing reading comprehension, Palincsar and Brown (1984) proposed "reciprocal teaching". It consists of four strategies: predicting, questioning, clarifying and summarizing under the setting of group cooperative discussion. Moreover, picture story books accompanied with English picture dictionary, which is slightly modified from Nation's (2008) model of "word cards", are also implemented to facilitate learners' vocabulary acquisition and reading comprehension. Participants, sixth graders, were divided into two groups: the experimental and the control group by placement test and each group consists of 161 learners. Therefore, participants in the experimental group are instructed with reciprocal teaching and English picture story books to explore whether their vocabulary acquisition and reading comprehension would be better than participants in the control group instructed with textbooks assigned by the Ministry of Education and regular teaching. Three tests were conducted to compare the effects of two different instructional methods from the perspectives of intentional vocabulary acquisition, incidental vocabulary acquisition and reading comprehension. Furthermore, a questionnaire of two versions for group leaders and group members was also filled out by participants to investigate their perception toward picture story books and reciprocal teaching. According to the results, participants of the experimental group got significantly better scores not only on reading comprehension but also on intentional and incidental vocabulary acquisition than participants of the control group. In addition, participants in the experimental group held obviously positive perception toward picture story books and reciprocal teaching.
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